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We demonstrate the possibility of triplet p-wave pairing at low electron density a large number

of models such as 3D and 2D Fermi-gas models with hard-core repulsion, 3D and 2D Hubbard

models, and the Shubin-Vonsovsky model. The critical temperature for p-wave pairing can be

considerably higher in the spin-polarized case or even in a two-band situation at low density and

can reach experimentally observable values of 1–5 K. We also discuss briefly the d-wave pairing

and high-Tc superconductivity with Tc� 100 K which arise in the extended Hubbard model and

in the generalized t-J model when close to half-filling. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4752091]

Introduction

One of the most important questions in the theory of HTSC

is whether it is possible to switch the sign of the Coulomb inter-

action between electrons.1 The first attempt to answer this ques-

tion in a positive way was made by Kohn and Luttinger in

1965.2 Unfortunately, their Tc was unrealistically small. Our

answer is much more optimistic. We prove this statement in the

limit of low density, far from AFM and structural instabilities.

Moreover, in this limit we can develop a regular perturbation

theory. The small parameter in the problem is a gas parameter

apF (a is the scattering length, pF is the Fermi momentum).

The Tc values which we obtain are not very low. In addition,

our theory often even works for rather high densities because of

the intrinsic nature of superconducting instabilities. In the latter

case, the superconducting temperatures are reasonable.

The Fermi-gas model in three dimensions

The basic model for our theory is a Fermi-gas model. For

a repulsive interaction between two particles in vacuum, the

scattering length a> 0. However, effective interactions in

matter, which involve polarization of a fermionic background,

contain attractive p-wave harmonics, so that the system is

unstable with respect to triplet p-wave superconductive pair-

ing below a temperature3–5

Tc1 � eF exp � 1

ðapFÞ2

( )
: (1)

In the first two orders of perturbation theory the effective

interaction in matter is given by

N3Dð0ÞVeffðp; kÞ ¼ apF þ ðapFÞ2
Y
ðpþ kÞ; (2)

where P(p þ k) is an exchange diagram which coincides in

the case of a short range interaction with the polarization op-

erator, N3D(0)¼mpF/2p2 is the density of states in 3D.

The regular part also contains a Kohn’s anomaly of the

form (in the 3D case),Y
sin g
� ð~q � 2pFÞ lnj~q � 2pFj; (3)

where ~q ¼ jpþ kj is the momentum transfer in a crossed

channel. As a result we start from pure hard-core repulsion

in vacuum and obtain a competition between repulsion and

attraction in matter. The singular part of Veff favors attraction

and the regular part favors repulsion. S-wave superconduc-

tivity is suppressed by the hard core. However, for l 6¼ 0 the

hard core is ineffective. Moreover, by l¼ 1 the attractive

contribution is dominant. The exact solution yields3–5

Tc1 � eF exp � 5p2

4ð2 ln 2� 1ÞðapFÞ2

( )
¼ eF exp � 13

k2

� �
;

(4)

where k¼ 2apF/p is the effective 3D gas-parameter of

Galitskii.6

Two-dimensional Fermi-gas

In 2D, the effective interaction in the first two orders of

the gas parameter is given by7,8

N2Dð0ÞVeffðqÞ � f0 þ f 2
0

Y
ð~qÞ; f0 ¼

1

2ln ðpFr0Þ
(5)

where f0 is the 2D gas parameter of Bloom,9 r0 is the range of

the potential, and N2D(0)¼m/2p is the 2D density of states.
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However, Vsin gðqÞ � f 2
0 Re

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~q � 2pF

p
¼ 0 for q� 2pF;

i.e., the Kohn’s anomaly is one-sided and is ineffective for

superconductivity. SC appears only in the third order in f0
(Refs. 7 and 8) where we have f 3

0 Re
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pF � ~q
p

for the singu-

lar contribution to Veff (q). Exact calculation of all the third

order diagrams yields7,8

TC1 � eF exp � 1

6:1f 3
0

� �
: (6)

3D and 2D Hubbard models. The Shubin-Vonsovsky model

The same results for p-wave critical temperature Eqs.

(4) and (6) are valid for 3D and 2D Hubbard models10 with

repulsion. For the Hubbard model, the 3D gas-parameter of

Galitskii6 is given by k¼ 2dpF/p (where d is intersite

distance) and the 2D gas-parameter of Bloom,9 by

f0 ¼ 1
2 ln ½1=ð2pFdÞ�. In the 2D Hubbard model at low electron

density with weak-coupling, dxy-pairing also takes place.11

We proved an existence of superconductivity in more than

ten 2D and 3D models. In most of the models we obtained

p-wave pairing including the most repulsive and the most

unbeneficial for SC Shubin-Vonsovsky model.12 The Hamil-

tonian for the Shubin-Vonsovsky model is

H ¼ �t
X
hijir

cþircjr þ U
X

i

ni"ni# þ
V

2

X
hiji

ninj; (7)

where U is the on-site Hubbard repulsion, V is an additional

Coulomb repulsion on neighboring sites, and t is hopping in-

tegral. One effective vacuum interaction for the Shubin-

Vonsovsky model has the form shown in Fig. 1.

Even in the most repulsive strong-coupling limit of the

model U� V�W (W is the bandwidth; W¼ 1� 2t for a 3D

simple cubic lattice; W¼ 8t for a square lattice in 2D), we

get the same critical temperatures for p-wave pairing (4) and

(6) as in the absence of additional Coulomb repulsion (for

V¼ 0) in both the 3D and 2D cases.

The additional Coulomb repulsion V changes only the

preexponential factors in Eqs. (6) and (8).13,14 This is an im-

portant result regarding the possible role of long-range

screened Coulomb interactions for non-phonon mechanisms

of SC first discussed in Refs. 15–17.

At higher electron densities there is Verwey localiza-

tion18,19 with a checkerboard charge-ordered state in the

strong-coupling limit of the model for dimensionless elec-

tron density nel¼ 1/2 and Mott-Hubbard localization with an

appearance of AFM-state10,20–22 for nel¼ 1. We also have

here extended regions of phase separation close to nel¼ 1/ 2

and nel¼ 1 (see Fig. 2 and Refs. 23–27). Thus, our arguments

for homogeneous SC in strong-coupling case U� V�W are

valid up to densities nel¼ 1/ 2 � dc, where for V� t,

dc �
t

V

� �1=2

in 2D and dc �
t

V

� �3=5

in 3D: (8)

For 1/2 � dc< nel< 1/2 we have nano-scale phase-separa-

tion on small metallic clusters in the insulating checkerboard

CO matrix (see Fig. 3).

At critical densities nel¼ 1/ 2 � dc the metallic clusters

start to touch each other. As a result an infinite metallic clus-

ter develops (the entire sample volume becomes metallic)

for nel< 1/2 � dc.

d-wave pairing in the extended Hubbard model close
to half-filling

In the opposite Born case W>U>V, phase separation

is absent in the model and we can construct an SC phase-

diagram for p-wave, dxy- and dx2�y2 -wave pairing for all the

densities 0< nel< 1. The first results for this case were

obtained for 2D in Refs. 16 and 17.

The main result of Kivelson et al.16 is the following: if

we just consider an extended Hubbard model with Hubbard

repulsion U, nearest-neighbor hopping t, and next to nearest

neighbor hopping t0, then there are two maxima in the de-

pendence of the effective interaction Veff in the dx2�y2 -channel

on the electron density nel. The large central maximum in

the dx2�y2 -channel corresponds to large densities nel� (0.9 –

1), close to half-filling, while the second smaller maximum

corresponds to lower densities. This maximum depends

upon the details of the quasiparticle spectrum. For t0/t��0.3

and U�W it is positioned at nel � 0.6 according to Kivelson

et al.16 In between the two maxima there is a local minimum

at the position of the van Howe singularity. For t0/t��0.3

this is at nv.H. � 0.7.16 Here Vd
eff is rather small in the d-wave

channel. Here, evaluating the Kohn-Luttinger diagrams in

the second order of perturbation theory (on the order of U2/

W) yields reasonable values of the main exponent for the d-
wave critical temperature

FIG. 1. Effective vacuum interaction in the Shubin-Vonsovsky model with

Hubbard on-site repulsion U and additional Coulomb repulsion V at neigh-

boring sites.

FIG. 2. Qualitative phase-diagram of the Shubin-Vonsovsky model in the

strong coupling case. For nel¼ 1, an AFM state appears in the model, while

for nel¼ 1/2 we have a checkerboard CO state. We have also extended

regions of phase-separation close to nel¼ 1/ 2 and nel¼ 1.
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Tc � eF exp � 1

jVd
eff jN2Dð0Þ

� �
:

Namely in the dx2�y2 -channel for t� 0.3 eV (W¼ 8t) and

U� 6t, maximum values of Tc� (80–100) K are obtained in

this estimate for nel� (0.8–0.9).

Kagan, Val’kov, Korovushkin, and Mitskan are attempt-

ing28 to check the stability of Kivelson results with respect

to nonzero Coulomb repulsion on neighboring sites V 6¼ 0

(see Eq. (7) for the Hamiltonian of the Shubin-Vonsovsky

model) and more distant hopping t00 6¼ 0 for the uncorrelated

quasiparticle spectrum

eðpÞ � l ¼ �2tðcos pxd þ cos pydÞ þ 4t0cos pxd cos pyd

þ 2t00ðcos 2pxd þ cos 2pydÞ l:

That article28 also investigates a dependence of the ker-

nel of the integral Bethe-Salpeter equation for Tc on the in-

termediate Matsubara frequency (retardation effects), while

here we proceed from a standard weak-coupling approach to

a more sophisticated Eliashberg scheme. There the authors

also attempt to evaluate the corrections to the main exponent

and preexponential factor associated with the third and

fourth order diagrams in U.

The possibility of increasing Tc even at low density

There are two possible ways to increase Tc even at low

density:29,30

— applying an external magnetic field (or creating strong

spin-polarization);29

— consider a two-band situation.30

In both cases the most important idea is that of separat-

ing the channels. In a magnetic field the Cooper pair is

formed by two spins “up” while an effective interaction cor-

responds to two spins “down”. As a result the Kohn’s anom-

aly increases. For H 6¼ 0 it becomesY
sin g
ðqÞ � ðq" � 2pF#Þ lnjq" � 2pF#j ¼ ðh� hcÞ lnðh� hcÞ

(9)

and hc differs from p in proportion to (pF" /pF#) �1. Thus, al-

ready first derivative of Psin g and the effective interaction

with respect to (h � hc) are divergent. Note that for H¼ 0 the

Kohn’s anomaly is given by (p � h)2 ln (p � h) and only the

second derivative of Veff with respect to (p�h) is divergent.

Unfortunately there is a competing process: namely the

decrease of the density of states of the “down” spins:

N#ð0Þ ¼ mpF#=4p2: As a result of this competition Tc
"" has

reentrant behavior with a large maximum (see Fig. 4). This

theory has been confirmed in experiments by the Frossati

group in Leiden:31 for 3He Tc
"" (a¼ 6%)¼ 3.2 mK while Tc

(a¼ 0)¼ 2.7 mK. As a result we obtain a 20% increase in

the critical temperature. At the maximum Tc
""¼ 6.4Tc for

3He and Tc
""¼ 105 Tc for mixtures.32

In 2D films of 3He in a magnetic field we have
Q
ðqÞ �

Re
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q" � 2pF#

p
and the large 2D Kohn anomaly becomes

effective for superconductivity. The maximum is broad and

very large (see Fig. 5); it stretches from a¼ 0.1 to a¼ 0.9.

At the maximum (for a¼ 0.6),

Tc
""
max ¼ eF exp �2 ln2 1

pFr0

� �� �
: (10)

Tc at the maximum is 16 times bigger in exponent than Tc in

3D, Tc
""
max ! eFe�2 for lnð1 ffiffiffiffiffi

pF
p

r0Þ ! 1.

The same result could be obtained for a 2D electron gas

in a parallel magnetic field.33 The magnetic field does not

change the in-plane motion of electrons here. The Meissner

effect is suppressed. Hence, we have qualitatively the same

situation as in uncharged (neutral) 3He films (see Fig. 6) and

reentrant superconductive behavior for Tc in a field. For

H� 15 T and eF� 30 K Tc1� 0.5 K.

The two-band Hubbard model with one narrow band

When there are two bands the electrons in the first band

play the role of spins “up” while the electrons in the second

band play the role of spins “down.” The bands are connected

by interband an Coulomb interaction U12n1n2. The following

excitonic mechanism of superconductivity is possible:

Cooper pairs are formed in one band due to polarization of

the other.30,34,35

FIG. 3. A phase-separated state for densities 1/2� dc< nel< 1/2 with nano-

scale metallic clusters inside a CO checkerboard insulating matrix for V� t.

FIG. 4. Polarization dependence of Tc in 3D case.

FIG. 5. Polarization dependence of Tc in 2D case.
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The relative filling of the bands n1/n2 determines the

spin polarization a (see Fig. 7). If we consider a two-band

Hubbard model with one narrow band, then the effective

interaction is mostly governed by heavy-light repulsion (see

Fig. 8) and

Tc max ¼ Tc
nh

nL
� 4

� �
¼ eF exp � 1

2f 2
0

� �
(11)

where n1¼ nh for the heavy band, n2¼ nL for the light band,

and U12¼UhL is the “heavy-light” interband Hubbard

repulsion.

In the Born weak-coupling case

f 2
0 ¼

mhmL

4p2
U2

hL

depends on the interband Hubbard interaction UhL.30 In the

strong-coupling case34,35

f 2
0 ¼

mh

mL

1

ln2½1=ðp2
Fd2Þ�

:

Finally, in the so-called unitary limit of screened Coulomb

interaction Tc max � e�Fh expð�2Þ,25,26 where the renormal-

ized Fermi-energy e�Fh ¼ p2
Fh=ð2m�hÞ � ð30� 50ÞK and the

enhanced heavy mass mh*� 100me owing to the many-body

electron-polaron effect.36,37 As a result, we can get Tc1� 5 K

for the Fermi energies e�Fh � ð30� 50ÞK typical of uranium-

based HF compounds. Note that the electron-polaron effect

which produces a large enhancement in the heavy mass in

this model is related to the non-adiabatic part of the wave-

function which describes a heavy electron dressed in the

cloud of virtual electron-hole pairs of the light band (see

Fig. 9).

If we collect the polaron exponent we get36,37

m�h
mh
¼ mh

mL

� � b
1�b

; (12)

where b ¼ 2f 2
0 in 2D and b ¼ 2k2 in 3D. Hence, for f0¼ 1/2

(unitary limit of the screened Coulomb interaction) b¼ 1/2;

b/(1� b)¼ 1 and m�h=mh ¼ mh=mL. Correspondingly, m�h=mL

¼ ðmh=mLÞ2 and, if we start with mh/mL� 10 in the local

density approximation (LDA scheme),38 we can end up with

with m�h � 100 me owing to the many-body electron-polaron

effect and Tc1� 5 K.

Thus, we get an effective mass of heavy particles and

superconductive temperatures realistic for uranium-based

heavy fermion compounds.

This mechanism can be important in Bi- and Tl-based

HTSC-materials. It can also produce superconductivity

in superlattices (PbTe-SnTe) and dichalcogenides (CuS2,

FIG. 6. H-T diagram for 2D electron gas in parallel magnetic field.

FIG. 7. Tc as a function of relative filling in the two band model.

FIG. 8. The leading contribution to the effective interaction Veff for the

p-wave pairing of heavy particles via polarization of light particles. The

open circles stand for the vacuum T-matrix ThL, which in Born case coin-

cides with interband Hubbard interaction UhL.

FIG. 9. The lowest order skeleton diagram for EPE in the self consistent

T-matrix approximation. ThL
sub stands for the T-matrix in matter.
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CuSe2) with geometrically separated layers. Note that the

two bands also can belong to one layer. We have pointed out

that this mechanism could be dominant in Sr2RuO4
13,34,35

and in fermionic 6Li in magnetic traps.39

In the case of one heavy and one light band with mh

� mL and nh > nL, the critical temperature Tc is mostly

governed by pairing of heavy electrons via polarization

of light electrons (see Fig. 8). However, including the

already infinitely small Geilikmann-Moskalenko-Suhl term

K
P

pp0a
þ
p aþ�p bp0b�p0

40–44 which rescatters the Cooper pair

between the two bands, ensures opening of SC gaps in both

the heavy and light bands at the same temperature.

Conclusion and discussion

Using a large variety of models, we have confirmed the

existence of p-wave pairing in purely repulsive fermion sys-

tems. We demonstrated the possibility of increasing Tc up to

experimentally feasible values �5 K even at low electrons

densities in strongly spin-polarized or two-band systems.

The systems where triplet p-wave pairing occurs or can be

expected include superfluid 3He, ultracold Fermi-gases in

the regime of p-wave Feshbach resonance,45 heavy fermion

superconductors such as U1-xThxBe13 and the ruthenate

Sr2RuO4, the organic superconductor a-(BEDT-TTF)2I3, lay-

ered dichalcogenides CuS2-CuSe2, semimetals, and the

semimetallic superlattices InAs-GaSb, PbTe-SnTe. As for

possible high-Tc superconductivity, we have obtained a sim-

ple estimate for attaining Tc in the range of 100 K for d-wave

pairing ðdx2�y2Þ in the Born (weak coupling) approximation

to the 2D extended Hubbard model close to half-filling. In

the strong coupling approaches specified by the generalized

t�J model Kagan, Rice46 (see also Emery et al.47 and Pla-

kida et al.48,49) have shown that we can also get a reasonable

Tc in the range of 100 K for optimally doped high-Tc materi-

als (nel� 0.85, J/t� (1/ 2 �1/ 3)). In underdoped high-Tc

materials we can expect the spin-charge confinement pre-

dicted by Laughlin et al.,50,51 and related to the creation of

an AFM string (spin polaron or composite hole52,53) in the

3D and 2D cases. Here there is a strong bosonic contribution

and we can consider superconductive pairing in terms of

BCS-BEC crossover54,55 for pairing of two composite holes

(two AFM strings or spin polarons) in the dx2�y2 -

channel.48,49,54,56,57

We have also analyzed the normal state of the basic

models with repulsion at low electron density and find non-

trivial corrections to Galitskii-Bloom Fermi-gas expansion

owing to the presence of an antibound state58 in the lattice

models or a singularity in the Landau quasiparticle f-function

at low density in 2D.59 These corrections do not, however,

invalidate the Landau Fermi-liquid picture in either the 3D

or the 2D case.

We acknowledge helpful discussions with A. V. Chubu-

kov, A. S. Alexandrov, V. V. Kabanov, K. I. Kugel, Yu. V.

Kopaev, N. M. Plakida, and N. V. Prokof’ev. M. Yu. K’s

work was supported by RFBR Grant @ 11-02-00741-a.
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